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A numerical code is developed which calculates a Stellarator equilibrium following the 
low beta expansion as propoeed by L. Spitzer /1/. In (!Very iteration step the plasma 
currents are calculated and the resulting magnetic field is obtained from Biot-Savart's 
law. Since DO boundat;' conditions are imposed, the method describes the free boundary 
eq.uilibrium. Results are given for Wendelstein Vll-A . 

~~~~if!fjjffi~.Od,el of toroidal plasma equilibrium the scalar pressure p and the 
magnetic field jj are ca.lculated from 

O=-Vp +Jx B (1) 

Several codes have been developed to solve these equat ions in three dirnensions/2/ j3j / 4/ . 
In all these codes boundaiy conditions are imposed on the last magnetic surface. In a 
steady state plasma, however, a conduding wail is only effective on a time scale short 
compared. with the resistive diffu!!Iion time. Therefore a conducting wall is only effedive for 
MHO-stability, Tbe AJW-code /5/ calcula.tes the Stellarator equilibrium in axisymmetric 
approJOmation, this method include! the free boundary equilibrium. 

The iterative process proposed by L. Spitzer tries to solve the system (1) in the following 
way: 

{ 
·O=-Vp+1n+l xB" 

V , 1n+ l =0 V X 13,.+1 ::::: 1n+1 

n = 1,2, _ .. 

(2) 

there is neitber a prove that this iteration process converges nor is the topology of magnet ic 
surfaces preserved. As pointed ant by A. Boozer /6/ magnetic islands and field line 
ergod isation may occur, Nonetheless an attempt is made to calculate E from the system 
(2). The plasma. current 11l+1 = P'(,,} Vv x V", is calculated on the magnetic surface '" 
= const. of the :ltb-iteraLion step. \\e only calculate ].;.+1' on magnetic surfaces without 
islands and ergodisation t bus .representing a pressure profile witb rI = O. in tbe island 
region. The stream function v is calculate:d from 

En.· Vv = 1 (3) 

The constant of integration is ch~sen such tbat the current lines v = cons\. are poloidally 
closed c1¥Ves, thus representing a net current free SteUa~ator. In figure 1 this system of 
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equilibrium currents OD a magnetic surface of W Vll· A is shown. Figure I exhibits one! 
period of a. magnetic surface, horizontal axis being the tproidal coordinate and the vertical 
axis being the poloidal coordinate. 

Fig. 1: Plasma currents on a magnetic surface of W VII· A (solid lines). 

The ~ypical S·shape of the plasma currents (solid curves) is caused by the Ptirsch· 
Schlueter currents i ll giving rise to the Sbafranov shift. For ca1cu ~ating the magnetic field 
the continuum of these plasma currents is replaced by a finite set of current filaments 11 = 
const with all filaments on a magnetic surface carrying the same plasma current. Since the 
current is proportional to the pressure gradient the radial current distribution is fixed by 
the pressure profile. Every curreDt filament is discretized into a maximum of 64 st raight 
elements and the field B~+ I at a point i added up over all current filaments following 
Biot . Savart's law. The elemen t crossing i is omitted thus avoiding the divergence of 

. jj at i. With the help of a relaxation parameter et the next iteration step 8,,+ 1 = 
et D~+, + (1 - 0) 8" is defined. By field line integration the surfaces of .811-+1 are found 

and the procedure is continued. The points i are chosen on the magnetic surfaces of 8 .. . 
If the procedure converges· i.e. if the surfaces of E" and 8"+1 approach each other - the 
result is independent of the the parameter Q. 

As a practical measure of convergence the profile of the robtion a.l transform t is used. 
In applying the cede to W VII-A it was jound tbat after 10 iterations the Shafrano· .. - shi ft 
and the sha.pe of the magnetic surfaces saturate. About 20 . 30 iteration; are neceSS:l.ry 
to make the error in t less than 10- 3 • The plasma currents lead to a modification of t he 
profile oi the rotational trausform. In W VII· A the trans{nrm increases at the magnetic 
axis and decreases at the edge thus giviog rise to an n.ppreciable amount of shear. 
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In figure 2a the modification of the transform with increasing f3 is shown. For comparison 
figure 2b shows the result of the AJ.W.code (see also ref. /7 f). The maximum shear at 
prO) = 1.5% i. 6_/< = 20%. . 
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Fig. 2b (right):r-profile of W VU-A as a function of plasma pressure. 2a(left): -e-profile 
W VU-A from AJW-code. . 

in order to improve the convergence the relaxation parameter a can be changed during 
the iteration. Convergence depen-;is on the f3 -value chosen. At low fJ few e:r iteration steps 
suffice, whereas at higher values (0(0) > 1.5% in W VTI-A) the iteration process collapses 
due to island formation. It is not yet clear wether this is an indication of a real f3 ·limit 
or wether numerical errors determine this limit. 

Magnetic surfaces. The magnetic surfaces of W VII·A are shown in figure 3. The peak 
value of f3 is 1.5% in this case. As can be seen the Shairanov shift varies with toroidal angle, 
the maximum shin arises in the plane of the horizontal ellipse. At f3 = 1.5% ergodisation of 
magnetic surfaces begins to appear, calculation of plasma currents, however, averages over 
this fine structure and a further increase does not occur during the iteratjon process. At 
f3 = 2% island formation and ergodisation limit the iterative process and an equilibrium 
cannot be found. Island formation predominantly arises around .. = 5/10,5/ 11,5/12 .. . 
with 10,11, 12, ... islands. In a system with stronger shear and more field periods around 
the torus a reduclion of this effect is expected. As an excampJe Heliot ron·E has been 
investigated. Heliotron E has a strong shear and 19 field periods. Here equilibria with 
,8(0) = 5% can be calculated wit~out serious island formation. 
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Fig. 3: Magnetic surfaces of Wcndelstein VTI A at finite /3. left: /3(.0) :::: .0.5% right: 
PtO) = 1.5% 

Conclusions. The low-/3 iterative proces3 permits to calculate 3-dimensional Stellarator 
equilihria with a free boundary. At sufficiently low f3 convergence can be achieved. Depen
ding on the specific o:onfiguration (number of field periods, shear) ergodisation and island 
formation OD magnetic surfaces determine the maximum /3. So far it cannot be decided 
whether tbis break-up of surfaces is due to numerical errors or due to a physical effect. 
Other effects like rotational transform, magnetic well aud Shafranov sh ift can be calculated 
with an accuracy sufficient for practical purposes. 
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